




Make your life ultimately smart and simple

Digital Shower Control
To create the latest model of 

the Water Heater 'CRAVE SERIES', redefined as 
a new bathroom gadget. The design concept 

has evolved from the distinctive reflection of tiles 
that tile to tell a story and invent a unique dimension 

striking to the eyes, fascinating and enchanting 
the bathroom from any angle.

CRAVE is equipped with the innovation of 
Electronic Water Heater Technology and a specially 

designed LED Display.



The electronic water heater control system, 
developed by MEX, can rapidly and stably adjust 
the desired temperature. It is based on the 
concept of User-Oriented Design.

Easily operated with a single touch. 
The water heater temperature can be set 
between 32-45 degrees Celsius. Turn it on 
or off with just one touch, thanks to 
the specially designed LED display.

Enhance the safety system with error code 
notifications. If the water heater is incorrectly 
installed, such as lacking ground connection 
or incorrect wiring, the display will show 
error codes E1-E6.

The ambient light system illuminates
the side of the water heater to indicate

its operational status.



The premium Copper Tank with
thickness 1.0 mm. which maintains

stable temperature.

 *MEX Original Patent Registered
Lastest Innovation of the flow heating

system which enhances heating
performance in a copper tank thoroughly.

SPIRAL FLOW HEATING SYSTEM*

*Innovation by MEX which provided
the sensor to detect inlet water system to

keep maintaining temperature even in the low
water pressure condition.

Auto shut off operating system
immediately when water temperature

is detected unusually high

*The pictures are for advertising purpose.

CRAVE 45E

4500W
Normal Price 8,400.-

CRAVE 35E

3500W
Normal Price 7,800.-

The internal control is intelligently
designed to accommodate separate

electronic modules for water
and electricity for ultimate safety.



*The pictures are for advertising purpose.

Premium quality circuit breaker would
detect electric leakage just 15 milliamps
and shut off the operation within
0.1 second.

Body material of MEX water heater from
high quality ABS which obtained safety
standard IP25 to prevent water leakage
into the body.

STANDARD CERTIFY

Mex Water Heater have been cerfified by
IEC STANDARD by TÜV SÜD


